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Ablracf-IP multicast soffers fmm walnbllity pmblems as the number 
of cencumnt active multicast gmops ineresles, since it reqolres P muter to 
keep a forwarding state for every multicast tree passin6 thmugh i t  In QoS 
multicast pmvisieoing, the pmbkm is exacerbated, sinre not only the fop 
warding state but slsa the resource requirement of U multicant gmop must 
be kept at the muter. To pmvide scalable QoS multieast support, in this 
p~per, we pmp- a novd architecture, called -gated Q.S Moltirmt 
(AQaSM). Uslag the concept of aggrrgated multicast 171, AQoSM can sup 
port QoS multicast sdab ly  and efficiently in Din-Sew-Supported MPLS 
artworks. In this paper. we develop tbr framework for tbe architretun and 
pmvide a feslibility check fmm .n implementstion point of view. The arcbi- 
tectmre is flexible and a n  be custamized to the needs m d  the existing p m  
toe& afs domain. Our simulations indicate that the architecture perform1 
weu in several mmmoo rcen~rtos. It acbleves smaller bloekhg o f  usen with 
smog QoS requirements beau* of Its load balmring apabllily. It .Is0 
achieves up to 85% reduction in state with a modest 10% of bandwidth over- 
bead. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Today, many non real time applications such as news, softwaie 

distribution, etc., can be effectively supported by some altemate 
techniques (to network level multicasting) such as web caching 
and application level multicast. Real time (but non-interactive) 
applications such as video on demand can take advantage of the 
sanie altemate techniques (e.g. web caching). In contrast, if 
we consider true interactive, real time applications such as video 
conferencing, distributed network games, distributed virtual col- 
laborations (with real time visualization and remote experiment 
steering), distance lectures with student participation, we realize 
that altemate techniques such as web caching would severely af- 
fect time responsiveness. As a result, it is important to provide 
efficient QoS multicast support, since it will be a prominent of- 
fering in the gamut of fume Internet services. 

Though most research papers on QoS multicast focus on solv- 
ing a theoretical QoS-constrained multicast routing problem, 
there have been several more pragmatic efforts to bring QoS 
into the existing IP multicast architecture, such as QoSMIC [6], 
QMRP [5], IUMQoS [9], QoS extension to CBT [IO], and PIM- 
SM QoS extension [2]. But all these schemes use per-flow state. 
Today people are backing away from micro-flow based QoS ar- 
chitecture, namely the Integrated Services architecture (IntServ) 
[4]. The reason behind this choice is simple: requiring per-flow 
reservation and data packet handling, Integrated Services archi- 
tecture has scalability problems at network core routers. Instead 
of this, the recent hend is to use aggregated flow based solutions, 
namely, the Differentiated Services architecture (Diff-Sew) [3] 
and the Multiple Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) technology 
1131. Incorporating the per-flow state requirement and traffic 
management of multicast in a per-class architecture, such as a 
Diff-Serv or MPLS network, does not solve the state scalability 
problem, since each router still needs to maintain separate states 
for individual multicast groups which pass though it. 

To provide scalable and efficient QoS multicast support, in this 
paper, we propose a novel architecture, called Aggregated QoS 
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Multicast (AQoSM), which is designed based on the aggregated 
multicast scheme developed in [7]. Using the concept of aggre- 
gated multicast, AQoSM can supporl QoS multicast scalahly and 
efficiently in Diff-Sew-Supported MPLS networks. QoS multi- 
cast provisioning is a multifaceted problem, involving routing, 
admission control, resource management and many other issues. 
In this paper, we provide efficient and practical solutions for 
these critical issues. Our analysis and simulation study will show 
that AQoSM is efficient, scalable, feasible and implementahle 
based on MPLS and Diff-Serv techniques. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section I1 gives 
a short review of aggregated multicast. Section 111 presents the 
AQoSM architecture in detail. Then Section IV evaluates the 
performance of AQoSM through simulations. Finally Section V 
offers an overall summary of our contributions. 

11. AGGREGATED MULTICAST 
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Fig. 1. Illustration ofaggregated multicmt 

Aggregated multicast [7] is a scheme proposed to reduce mul- 
ticast state. The key idea is to force multicast groups to share a 
single distribution tree. This enforcement takes place at the hor- 
der routers of the network. Data packets from different groups 
are multiplexed on the same distribution tree, called aggregated 
tree. Each data packet of each group is encapsulated and travels 
on the aggregated tree. This way, routers in the middle of the 
network, namely core routers, need to keep state only per aggre- 
gated tree, which are much less in number than the groups they 
are servicing. Of course, border routers at the boundaries of the 
network need to maintain sufficient information to multiplex and 
demultiplex groups in and from aggregated trees. Note that the 
focus of the work was on reducing multicast state without dis- 
cussing explicitly the support of QoS. Fig. I illustrates the basic 
idea of aggregated multicast. 

In aggregated multicast, we need to match groups to aggre- 
gated trees. The group-tree matching problem hides several sub- 
tleties. The set of the group members and the tree leaves are 
not.always identical. A match is a perfect for a group, if all the 
tree leaves have group members. A match may alto be a leaky 
match, if there are leaves of the tree that do not have group mem- 
bers. In other words, we send data to parts of the tree that is not 
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wanted by anyone. A disadvantage of the leaky match is that 
some bandwidth is wasted to deliver data to nodes that are not 
members for the prouo. Namelv. we trade offbandwidth for state - .  
reduction. 

111. AQoSM-THE NEW ARCHITECTURE FOR SCALABLE 
QoS MULTICAST PROVISIONING 

We design a new architecture, AQoSM (Aggregated QoS mul- 
ticast), to support scalable QoS multicast in Diff-Sew-Supported 
MF’LS networks. Our architecture uses the aggregated multicast 
concept. Aggregated multicast was designed as state-reduction 
scheme, but here, it becomes a powerful tool to simplify traffic 
management and QoS provisioning. AQoSM is targeted at QoS 
multicast provisioning in a single domain, particularly backbone 
domains. The domain we discuss in this paper is an MPLS do- 
main which supports Differentiated Services; in other words, it 
is a Diff-Serv-Supported MPLS domain. 

In a nutshell, AQoSM maintains MPLS-trees that serve mul- 
tiple groups in a Diff-Serv-Supported MPLS domain. A group 
is assigned to a tree after careful consideration of: a) the des- 
tinations of the group compared to the tree leaves, b) the QoS 
requirements of the group, and c) available bandwidth on the 
tree. The advantage is that a group can switch between trees 
fast. This way, we can reduce the set-up cost for each group, and 
have groups switch trees when necessary, e.g. for QoS reasons. 

Fig. 2. Illushation of a tree manager in a Diff-Serv-Awue MPLS domain 

We introduce a logical entity called tree manager, which is il- 
lustrated in Fig. 2, where A, D, and E are edge routers, and B 
and C are core routers. The tree manager for multicast functions 
like the Bandwidth Broker for unicast [ I  11. The tree mananger 
needs to have information of the network topology, the avail- 
able resources, the group membership, and group QoS require- 
ments. The tree manager can be implemented in centralized or 
distributed ways. For simplicity of presentation, we can think of 
it as a single node. 

The tree manager is responsible for maintaining trees and 
matching groups to trees. It consists of several service modules, 
such as admission control, group-tree matching, routing and pol- 
icy control. The routing module peers with routers to obtain the 
topology information of the network domain, and is responsi- 
ble for establishing new trees and detaching obsolete, idle trees. 
The group-tree matching module needs to keep the information 
of active groups and established trees and the group-tree matcb- 
ing table, taking the task of matching incoming multicast groups 
to proper (existing or new) trees. The admission control module 
maintains link residual bandwidth, and is responsible for admis- 
sion control. The policy control module preserves a policy in- 
formation base and helps to do a network policy administration. 
This paper will mainly focus on the routing, group-tree matching 
and admission control modules for AQoSM. 

Before going into the detailed design” issues, we give a “big 
picture” of AQoSM. A&r collecting membership and QoS re- 
quirement of multicast groups, link state information (or topol- 

Fig. 3. A big piCNe of Aggregated @S Multicast: (a) Mrmbenhip, QoS 
roquinment. link state, and available bandwidth colleetlon; (b) Gmupepe 
matching entry disuibution: (e) Multicast group packets Uansmilting on e- 
tablished MPLS amga ted  mulocast Uee. 

ow information), available bandwidth of links. the tree manager 
hxs up-io-date informatiun about the entire network domain nnd 
about all the multicast groups. When it discovers that there is a 
request for a new multicast group (identified by the edge routers 
inirially involved in it), it calls the group-tree matching module 
and tries io find a match with an establishcd tree. If no such hce 
exisis, the tree minager computes a new multicast tree according 
tu membership and QoS requiremenb through the routing mod- 
ule. Aner a new tree is computed, the adniission cuntrol module 
needs to decide whether adequate resource is available. If not, 
the incoming multicast request is rejected. Otherwise, the corre- 
sponding MPLS tree is established through a Label Distribution 
Protocol (LDPj. Once a proper multicast tree is found or estab- 
lished, the tree manager distnbutes the corresponding group-tree 
matching entry to the member edge routers (source routers and 
receiver routers) uithin the group. Source routers take charge of 
encapsulating, clas.ifying, and marking individual group pack- 
ets, while receiver routers decapsulate group packets. A member 
ruutcr might act as both 5uurce router and recciber router. A big 
picture 0fAQoS.M is shown in Fig 3. 

From its brief overview, u e  can see AQoSM involves many 
design issues: link state collection. group membership collec- 
tion, admission control, multicast routing, QoS-aware group-tree 
matching, MPLS tree management, etc. Some ofthe issues, such 
as link state collection, group membership collection, and admis- 
sion control are nul unique to AQoSM, and existing technologies 
can be applied For example. link state collection can be donc 
h a d  on ihc unicast ruuiing approach, and group nicmbcrship 
can be sent directly to the trce manager or bc piggybacked on 
link-state packets i f  unicast routing uses a link state approach. 
For admission control. either parameter-based or measurement- 
based approach can be used, 11 hile the latter one is a better choice 
fur Differentiated Sentces since it is probabilistic in nature, and 
it cannot provide tight gusratitced resourcc The remainder of 
this wction mainly describes detailed solutions for the new is- 
sues involved in AQoSM. 

A. hlulrirurr Houlrng 

Whcn a neu group comes, if the trec manager can not find a 
propcr existing tree, i t  then nceds to compute a new tree fur the 
group through the multicast routing module. AQoSM adopts a 
PIM-SM. CBT like routing elgonthm IO compute a bi-directional 
tree for a group. The corresponding RP or core node can be 
properly choscn to achieve lond balancing. Note that we use bi- 
directional trees instead of unidirectional mes  in AQoSM. The 
main advantage is that. whenever a tree covers the members ofa  
group, it can be used for packet delivering for the group, without 
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being checked for transmission direction (which is necessary for 
unidirectional trees). In this way, more groups can share a sin- 
gle tree, which means more state reduction and fewer aggregated 
trees. However, AQoSM does not exclude using unidirectional 
trees, and other QoS multicasting protocols, such as QoSMIC 
[6 ] ,  QMRP [ 5 ] ,  and RIMQoS [9] can also be applied. 

B. QoS-Aware Gmup-Tree Matching Algorithm 
To match a group to a tree, the tree manager needs to maintain 

tables for established multicast trees, active multicast groups, 
and group-tree matching entries. Before stepping into the group- 
tree matching algorithm, we introduce some notations and defi- 
nitions. 

A network is modelled as an undirected graph G(V, E). Each 
edge (i ,j)  is assigned a positive cost ~j = c,i which represents 
the cost to transport a unit of data from node i to node j (or from 
j to i), Given a multicast tree T .  total cost to distribute a unit of 
data over that tree is 

If every link is assumed to have equal cost 1, tree cost is simply 
C ( T )  = IT1 - 1, where /TI denotes the number of nodes in T .  
This assumption holds in this paper. Let MTS (Multicast Tree 
Set) denote the current set of multicast trees established in the 
network (or all the trees in the tree table). A “native” multicast 
tree (e.g. using PIM-SMICBT like core based tree routing algo- 
rithm, denoted by A) which satisfies the membership and QoS 
requirement of a multicast group g is denoted by TA(g), while 
T(g) defines the aggregated tree which g uses to transmit data. 

As mentioned in Section 11, it is possible that T(g)  does not 
have a perfect match with group g ,  which means that some of 
the leaf nodes of T(g)  are not the member nodes of g ,  and then 
packets reach some destinations that are not interested in receiv- 
ing them. Thus, there is bandwidth overhead. Assume an aggw 
gated tree TO is used by groups g,, 1 5 i 5 n, each of which has 
a “native” tree T a b ) ,  then the average percentage bandwidth 
overhead for To can be defined as 

where B(g) is the bandwidth requirement of group g .  
When the tree manager detects a new multicast group g ,  it pop- 

ulates the corresponding entries of multicast group table and does 
the following QoS-Aware group-tree matching algorithm (Let bt 
be the given bandwidth overhead threshold): 
( I )  Compute a “native” multicast tree TA(g) for g based on the 
multicast group membership, bandwidth requirement and avail- 
able bandwidth of links. Note that the routing module will 
choose a good RP or core node from all the candidates so that 
enough bandwidth is available on the links. If this kind of candi- 
date does not exist or not enough allocated bandwidth is available 
for g’s service class, the multicast group g may be rejected; 
(2) For each tree T in MTS, if T covers g and enough bandwidth 
is available on the tree and g’s service class, compute ~ A ( T ) .  If 
~ A ( T )  < bt, then Tis considered as a candidate to cover g; 
(3) Among all caneidates, choose the one such that C(T) is min- 
imum and denote it as T,; T, is used to cover g. Update multi- 
cast group table and group-tree matching table; 
(4) If no candidate found in step (Z), TA(g) is used to cover g 

and is added to MTS and the corresponding tables are updated. 
Of course, ifno TA(g) computed in step (I), this multicast group 
is denied. 

In addition, whenever the tree manager detects the bandwidth 
requirement of group g changes, it simply checks whether the 
aggregated tree T(g) has enough available bandwidth to accom- 
modate g .  If yes, the only thing needed is to update group band- 
width requirement information. If T(g)  can not accommodate g ,  
the tree manager has to activate the above group-tree matching 
algorithm and find or establish another tree for g .  

C. MPLS Tree Management 
After a new multicast tree is computed, its corresponding 

MPLS tree needs to be established. Note that AQoSM employs 
bi-directional trees. Although there exist solutions to distribute 
labels for unidirectional multicast trees [IZ], no research work 
has been found for bi-directional trees’ label distribution in the 
literature. 

We have cot two kinds of solutions for bi-directional MPLS 
tree setup: &e is centralized, and the other is distributed. In the 
centralized solution, the tree manager generates all the MPLS la- 
bels for the bi-directional tree and distributes them to the corre- 
sponding routers directly. Then the routers will create label for- 
warding entries for the tree. An altemative is the distributed ap- 
proach. This approach extends the existing unidirectional MPLS 
tree setup schemes [IZ]: rnnt-initiated or leaf-initiated. The idea 
is very simple: a bi-directional tree can he viewed as a combina- 
tion of n unidirectional trees, where n is the number of the leaf 
routers in the bi-directional tree. Each unidirectional tree has a 
leaf router of the bi-directional tree as its “root”. Since the whole 
bi-directional tree is available, it is not difficult to create unidirec- 
tional tree objects. Thus, the tree manager can send then unidi- 
rectional tree objects to the corresponding “root” routers. Then 
each “root” router uses root-initiated unidirectional MPLS tree 
setup scheme. In this method, we use the root-initiated scheme. 
Similarly, we can apply the leaf-initiated scheme also. More 
details about the root-initiated and leaf-initiated unidirectional 
MPLS tree setup schemes can be found in [IZ]. 

When an MPLS tree becomes idle, the tree manager might 
need to destroy the MPLS tree and delete the corresponding en- 
try in the tree table. Depending on what kind of approach is used 
for MPLS tree setup, the tree manager sends label withdraw mes- 
sages to all the in-tree routers of the aggregated multicast tree if 
the centralized approach is employed; or, if we adopt the dis- 
tributed approach, the tree manager only notifies the leaf routers 
of the bi-directional multicast tree, and each leaf router sends 
label withdraw message to its upstream Label Switch Routers. 

D. Summa9 
AQoSM employs aggregated multicast for QoS multicast pro- 

visioning in Diff-Serv-Supported MPLS domains. The simple 
idea of separating the concept of groups from the concept of tree 
distribution opens a world of new possibilities. First, groups can 
now be routed and rerouted very quickly. We just need to “label” 
the packets differently. The implications are astounding. We can 
have load-balancing and dynamic rerouting to meet QoS require- 
ments. Second, the aggregation of groups on few trees leads to 
several other advantages. It provides routing state reduction and 
efficient resource utilization through statistical multiplexing. 

The scalability of our architechre stems from the fo!lowing 
reasons. First, we need to maintain fewer trees. Second, the rout- 
ing state at core routers is reduced significantly, thus memoly re- 
source are saved and forwarding processes are facilitated greatly. 
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Third. QoS routing decisions are pushed to the buundaries of the 
network. This is in agreement with the ”Diff-Sew mentality”. 
where we want tu keep the core simple and fast, while put as 
much intelligence as possible to the boundaries of the network. 

In conclusion, AQoSM is a promising architecture that sup- 
pons QoS group communicanons in a scalable and efficient way. 

IV.  P ~ R F O R M A N C E  EVALUATION 
In this section, we provide simulation results to evaluate the 

performance of AQoSM, specially on the aspects of scalability 
and load balancing 

A. f r r f m a n c e  Merrics 
In our simulations. we use the following memcs to quantify 

the performance of AQoSM. 
Number of .MPLS Trees is the average number of MPLS trees 

mainmined in the tree manager. This  metric is a direct measure- 
ment for the multicast m e  maintenance overhead. The more 
multicast trees, the more memory required and the more pro- 
cessing overhead involved in the tree manager. 

Number of Label Forwarding Entries is the average nun- 
ber of labcl forwarding enmes installed in all the routers (includ- 
ing the core routers and edge routers). This metric reflects the 
memory requirement and forwarding processing overhead in the 
routers. The fewer label forwarding enmes, the less memory re- 
quired and the faster labels forwarded. 

Request Rejection Ratio is dcfined as 

(3) 

where NA( t )  denotes the number of group requests arriving in 
time period t after steady state is reached and N R ( ~ )  denotes the 
number of group requests which are rejected. 

Tree Setup Ratio is defined as 

Where N A ( ~ )  and N R ( t )  are defined as above. N M ( ~ )  denotes 
the number of group requests which can be matched to some ex- 
isting trees. TSrati ,( t)  gives a measurement of tree setup over- 
head the higher it is, the higher MPLS tree setup rate. 

B. Resulfs and Analysis 

The network used for the simulation results presented here is 
abstracted from a real network topology, Abilene backbone [I], 
which has 12 core routers. Since there are no edge routers in the 
backbone, we attach an additional node as an edge router to each 
core router. 

To generate multicast groups more realistically, in our simula- 
tion, we use one of the group models developed in [8]: the ran- 
dom node-weighted model. In this model, each node is assigned 
a weight, which is the probability of the node to participate in 
multicast sessions. In the target network, core routers will not be 
members for any multicast group and thus are assigned weight 0. 
Any other edge router is assigned a weight 0.2 or 0.8 according 
to the real-time traffic of its corresponding core router. The ra- 
tionale behind this is that, for a router, more traffic means more 
participation in the network communication, thus it has higher 
probability to join a multicast group. As to bandwidth capac- 
ity, we take the real values for outgoing links of all core routers, 
while for links from edge routemto core routers, we assume they 

have infinite capacity which will not affect the group request re- 
jection ratio. 

In our simulation experiments, multicast session requests ar- 
rive as a Poisson process with arrival rate A. Sessions’ life time 
has an exponential distribution with_ average p. At steady state, 
the average number of sessions is N = X x p. We define three 
lypes of multicast groups: low bandwidth (IOK), medium band- 
width (IOOK), and high bandwidth (IM). Of all the incoming 
groups, 50% are low, 30% are medium, and 20% are high. Per- 
formance data is collected at steady state(e.g. after T = lop). 

We design experiments to compare AQoSM vs native QoS- 
aware PIM-SWCBT MPLS multicast (native PIM-SWCBT for 
shorthand), where an MPLS tree is simply conshucted using 
PIM-SWCBT protocol for each multicast group. A high level 
comparison of simulated AQoSM and native PIM-SWCBT is 
shown in Table 1. In our experiments, AQoSM employs bi- 
directional trees. And each member of a group can be a source 
and a receiver. Once a multicast session starts up, its core node 
(or RP) is randomly chosen from the 12 core routers in the net- 
work. For AQoSM, the algorithm specified in Section Ill-B is 
used to match a group to a tree. The corresponding routing al- 
gorithm A is PIM-SWCBT l i e  routing algorithm which is also 
used for native PIM-SWCBT. In both AQoSM and native PIM- 
SWCBT, if the tree computed based on the original core m o t  
accommodate the group, a new RP will be selected among the 
other RP candidates until a good tree is found or the group is 
rejected because no enough bandwidth is available. In this way, 
better load balancing will be achieved. 

In our experiments, we vary the bandwidth overhead threshold 
(represented as bth) from 0 to 0.3 for AQoSM. Fig. 4 shows the 
results for Number of MPLS Trees vs the number of concurrent 
active groups. We can see that AQoSM “scales” with the aver- 
age number of concurrent groups: for native PIM-SWCBT, the 
number of MPLS trees grows almost linearly with the number 
of groups; for AQoSM, as the number of groups becomes big- 
ger, the number of trees also increases, but the increase is much 
less than that of native PIM-SWCBT (even for perfect match 
(bth = 0), the number of trees is only 880 instead of 3500 when 
there are 3500 groups), which means much less tree maintenance 
overhead involved in the tree manager. Moreover, the “increase” 
decreases as there are more groups, which means that as more 
groups are pumped into the network, more groups can share a 
single MPLS tree. 

....................... 
-e- ...... 

i ........ . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . .  

Fig. 4. N u m k  of M P q  T e s  VI number of active p u p s ,  

Fig. 5 plots the change of Number of Label Forwarding En- 
tries with the number of concurrent active groups. It has a simi- 
lar trend to the metric Number of MPLS Trees. The number of 
label forwarding entries is reduced from 118900 to 31600 (above 
75% reduction) even for perfect match when 3500 groups come. 
Thus, we can conclude that, in AQoSM, the label ihaintenance 
and forwarding process overhead are significantly reduced. 

In Fig. 6, we demonsmte the effect of the number of concur- 
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TABLE I 
A HIGH LEVEL COMPARISON OF SIMULATED AQOSM AND NATIVE QoS-AWARE PIM-SM/CBT MPLS MULTICAST (NATIVE PIM-SMICBT) 

I Name I Multicast Routine I Tree Tvne I MPLS Tree? I Groun-Tree Motchine? I OoS-aware? I ~ , J ~  , ~~, ~~ - , - ~  ~~ ~ ~~ 

AQoSM I PIM-S.WCBT like routing I Bi-directional [ Ye, I Yes I Yes 
Native PIM-SM/CBT I PIM-SWCBT like routing I Bi-directional [ Yes No Yes 

Fig. 5. Number of Label Fomding Entries vs number of active p u p s  

rent active groups on Tree Setup Ratio. From the figure, we can 
see that the tree setup ratio decreases with the number of groups, 
which is consistent with the previous analysis: more group share 
a single MPLS tree when the number of groups is bigger, and 
thus less trees need to set up. In addition, the tree setup ratio is 
much smaller in AQoSM compared with native PIM-SWCBT, 
which means the tree setup overhead is dramatically reduced. 

, .... L ......................... ! ................ ! ............... ! ..... 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Y i  

Fig. 6. Tree SeNp Ratio vs nwnberofaetivepqs. 

From Fig. 4, Fig. 5, and Fig. 6, a general observation is that, 
when bandwidth overhead threshold is increased, that is, more 
bandwidth is wasted, Number of MPLS Trees, Number of Label 
Forwarding Entries, and Tree Setup Ratio decrease, which trans- 
lates less tree and label management overhead. Therefore, there 
is a trade-off between management overhead reduction and band- 
width waste. The balance depends on the network administration 
policy. 

Fig. 7 investigates how the aggregation affects Request Re- 
jection Ratio. The figure shows that the request rejection ra- 
tio is not influenced by the aggregation even under leaky match 
cases. Apparently, leaky match causes some bandwidth waste, 
thus it should have some effects on admission control: the more 
bandwidth waste, the bigger request rejection ratio. However, in 
AQoSM, though some links are congested, it is still possible for 
a group to find a good tree since the RF' ofthe group can be dy- 
namically changed. In other words, we achieve load balancing in 
AQoSM. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we propuse and develop a multicast architecture 

to support QoS scalably and efficiently in Diff-Ser-Supported 
MPLS networks. The main innovation is that we separate the 

...................... 

m m  z&, 

--I__.-- 

Fig. 7. Request Rejection Ratio with different bandwidth overhead thresholds. 

logical entity of a group from that of a distribution tree. Many 
groups can be multiplexed on a single tree by appropriate la- 
belling ofthe packets in an MPLS fashion. Also, a group can use 
different distribution trees during its lifetime. This logical sepa- 
ration has hvn main advantages: a) it facilitates the management 
of trees and of QoS provision, and b) it enables fast re-routing of 
groups. As a result, our architecture can provide load balancing 
and adaptability to changing conditions. In addition, our archi- 
tecture reduces the multicast state at core routers. 

We conduct simulations to quantify the claims of the archi- 
tecture. We compare our scheme with a native PIM-SMKBT 
protocol. The results can be summarized in the following points: 

The number of label forwarding entries is reduced significantly 
with our approach. 

The overhead of setting up and maintaining a tree is better 
amortized as the number of groups increases. 

Our architecture can accommodate more users than with a tra- 
ditional multicast. The advantage comes from the ability to ex- 
plore many trees for a given group, which is not supported in 
classic multicast protocols. 
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